Christmas Stocking Tutorial

Materials Needed:

**Fabrics measuring 12” x 18”:**

- Outer Fabric - two pieces
- Lining Fabric - two pieces
- Warm Fusible Fleece 2® - two pieces

**Fabrics for cuffs – measuring 6” x 9”:**

- Cuff pieces in choice fabric – 2 strips of 6” x 9”
- Steam-A-Seam 2® - ¼” tape

**Tools:**

- Water soluble marker or chalk
- Scissors
- Steam iron and ironing board

**Step 1.** Cut your materials 12” x 18” and layer in this order (make two stacks):

   Outer Fabric, Right side down → Fusible Fleece 2® → Lining Fabric, Right side up

**Step 2.** Trace and cut out stencil from pattern (onto card stock/ old file folder/ cereal box).
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Step 3. Use your stencil to trace pattern onto the wrong side of the lining fabric (using a fabric pen). Reverse stencil and trace again onto lining fabric from the other stack. Make sure the two are mirrored. Repeat with all fabrics measuring 12”x18”.

Step 4. Cut out each fabric along traced lines and layer as follows:

*Outer Fabric, Right side down → Fusible Fleece 2® → Lining Fabric, Right side up (make two reverse stacks)*

View of fabrics cut & layered – Inner lining up

View of fabrics cut & layered - Outer fabric up
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Step 4. Steam iron and fuse your reverse pair of layered fabrics making sure all edges match up.

Step 5. Add Cuffs. Cut two pieces of choice fabric 6” x 9” each. Finger press Steam-A-Seam 2® ¼” tape (glue side down) onto the RIGHT SIDE of the cuff fabric, lengthwise along the edge of the (see image 1 below). Lay cuff fabric right side down along the upper edge of each stocking piece so that the Steam-A-Seam tape adheres to your outer fabric about three inches down from the top edge (see image 2 below). Fuse thoroughly with steam.
Turn cuff fabric up and fuse again.

Wrap excess cuff fabric around to the inner lining side and fuse with another strip of Steam-A-Seam 2® ¼” tape.
Step 6. On the outer fabric sides of each stocking piece (including the cuff), LINE outer edges with Steam-A-Seam 2® ¼” tape. avoiding the top edge for the opening.

Step 7. Remove parchment paper from Steam-A-Seam 2® ¼” tape. Avoiding the top edge for the opening.
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Turn your finished oven mitt right side out.
Machine Wash & Dry